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Some Things to Remember
These slides give examples of possible mic set-ups and some ideas of 
what to expect when you adjust them. 

But, it is really important to remember that the fundamentals of recording 
are getting the sound of the instrument right in the room. If you can listen 
to the instrument in the room and adjust the placement of it in the room, 
or aspects of the acoustic sound then this will make a big difference.  

Once you’ve done this, listen around the instrument (close to it, a bit 
further away) from different angles (the left  and right sides and 
everywhere in between!) to see if there is a position that gives a really 
nice sound. Start by placing your mic there. Mics don’t behave quite like 
ears, they can’t be misled in the same way, BUT if it sounds good to your 
ears there is a good chance that is a good starting point for a mic 
placement.



Strings



In General
The projection of string instruments is complex. Different frequencies radiate from different parts of the instrument, and in different 
directions. Whilst these diagrams might appear confusing, and make us wonder where to place a mic, what they do tell us is that 
to capture a balanced sound we need to place the mic far enough away to pick up the instrument relatively evenly.  



F-Holes, Bridge or 
Fingerboard

Directing the mic at different parts of the instrument will capture different timbral perspectives. There are some common 
approaches that apply to working with each instrument  

Darker sound from this F-hole Brighter sound from this F-hole

Right over the bridge can sound very bright

Over the finger board can give a nice, slightly 
airy sound.



Height and Angle of 
the Mics



Upper Strings

• Depending on the player, instrument and mic having the mic over the top, slightly in front of, or 
slightly behind the player can have and effect on the timbre of the recording 

• The F-hole at the front is below the upper strings and generally resonates a bit more brightly. 
• The F-hole at the back is below the lower strings and generally resonates a bit more darkly 
• Try a distance of between 50cm to 1m from the instrument. 
• Look at the mic placement from the side, and from behind the mic to make sure you mics are on 

axis



Lower Strings
A lower mic placement will generally  
give a bassier sound

A higher placement, angle down at the 
instrument will generally sound more  
natural

• Experimenting between these two heights can allow you to adjust the timbre of the recording 
• Try a distance of between 50cm to 1m from the instrument. 
• Look at the mic placement from the side, and from behind the mic to make sure you mics are on axis



Lower Strings

darker brighter

• Depending on the acoustic and player, you can go as far off the instrument as 50cm to either side, as long as 
you direct the mic(s) at the body of the instrument. 

• This can be very useful to pick up a more specific sound for different repertoire. 



Woodwind



Clarinets and Oboes
Treble clarinets and oboes are relatively straightforward to mic. The sound the instrument radiates from the 
body via open finger/key holes. Some pitches radiate out of the front of the instrument, some radiate 
principally out of the back of the instrument. Only the very lowest note radiates from the bell of the 
instrument directly. Therefore we need a mic placement distant enough to pick up the overall balance of the 
instrument. 

Generally a placement over the bottom half of the instrument will sound darker and over the top half will sound 
brighter. A good starting point is between 50cm-1m away and pointing at the middle of the instrument.  

Remember that angling a pair of mics in, towards the body of the instrument (see resources on stereo mic 
techniques) will help to focus the sound of the instrument.



Saxes
Saxophones are relatively straightforward to mic. The sound the instrument radiates from the body via open 
finger/key holes. Some pitches radiate out of the front of the instrument, some radiate principally out of the 
back of the instrument. In contrast to the clarinet, more of the body of the sound also radiates out of the bell, 
so a placement slightly above the bell, but angled at the body of the instrument can work well. A good 
starting point is c. 50cm-1m from the instrument and pointing at the middle of the instrument.

Generally a placement over the bottom half of the instrument will sound darker and over the top half will 
sound brighter. 

Remember that angling a pair of mics in, towards the body of the instrument (see resources on stereo mic 
techniques) will help to focus the sound of the instrument. Mic’ing to the side of a sax can work, listen out for 
changes in the timbre. The side with the pads for the lower pitch notes will sound fuller.

Pad for lower notes  
on the players right



Bassoons
The physical size of bassoons s means it is more difficult fully cover the range of the instrument, particularly 
the bottom note. If we place the mics over the bell of the instrument then most of the pitches will sound quite 
thin, but the bottom note will sound far too strong. 

If you want to mic high over the instrument. remember try playing the mic slightly further away to make sure you pick up 
a good balance. Start with the mics between 50cm-1m away. Move further away for a more blended sound, but listen to 
the low-end when you do this to make sure you don’t lose too much of the body of the sound. 

Remember that angling a pair of mics in, towards the body of the instrument (see resources on stereo mic techniques) 
will help to focus the sound of the instrument. Mic’ing to the side of a sax can work, listen out for changes in the timbre. 
The side with the pads for the lower pitch notes will sound fuller.



Flutes
Mic’ing the flute is a choice between how direct (and breathy) a sound you want and how full a sound you 
want to capture. Mic’ing the mouthpiece will sound very direct, you’ll also hear a lot of breath in the sound. 
Mic’ing over the instrument will give body to the sound, but will sound slightly less direct. 

• In a poor acoustic mic’ing the mouthpiece c. 50cm away will give a very direct sound that you could then control with 
EQ and make more ambient with reverb. I’d suggest spacing the mics apart and angling them in, towards the 
mouthpiece. 

• In a better space mic’ing over the instrument will give a nice, full sound. You can move the mic(s) further towards the 
bell to pick up a darker sound or further towards the mouthpiece to make the sound brighter. Try starting with the mics 
about 50cm above the instrument.

darker brighter



Brass



In General

When recording brass instruments there are a couple of things they all have in common (and some shared differences). 

Brass instruments either have a cylindrical or conical bore. A cylindrical instrument maintains a narrow bore and flairs 
dramatically at the end, these instruments generally sound brighter (eg. trumpet, trombone). Conical instruments flair 
more gradually and generally have a mellower sound (eg. cornet, euphonium). 

We are used to hearing the direct sound of the forward facing brass instruments (cornet, trumpet, trombone etc). We are 
used to hearing the reflected sound of upright instruments (tuba, euphonium etc) and the french horn. This difference 
means we will mic forward facing and upright instruments slightly differently. An off-axis approach to upright brass and 
the french horn can sound more natural bearing in mind that we don’t normally hear the direct sound. 

Generally I would mic all brass instruments at least slightly off axis, otherwise they tend to sound a bit unnatural and 
synthetic (quite like basic sibelius sounds). 



Trumpet, Trombone and Cornet

• Depending if the player is predominantly downstream (instrument angled down), upstream (instrument angled up) 
you might want to mic above (mic angled down) or below (mic angled up). 

• When mic’ing in stereo you could have one mic either side of the bell and angled in, or both mics off to one side and 
angled at the bell. 

• Try placing the mic at least 50cm away from the instrument. Move the mic further away if it is too harsh sounding. 
• You can apply the same thinking to the trombone.

Height Angle



Tuba, Euphonium, Tenor Horn

• When mic’ing upright brass instruments don’t point the mic(s) directly into the bell, but do angle them so that they 
point towards bell. 

• The higher you place the mic the more room sound you will capture, the lower the mic the more direct the sound 
will be. 

• Depending on the angle the player holds the instrument you might mic from behind or from the side (particularly with 
the tuba)



French horn

• Mic’ing the french horn to pick up a ‘natural’ sound is difficult. Ideally you would record this instrument in a good 
acoustic and then you could ambiently mic the room. 

• To make the sound more direct you could position a sound reflector behind the instrument, to direct the sound 
forwards, if the room is very large. 

• In a dry acoustic I would mic from behind the instrument but with the mic very off axis either above the instrument and 
angled down OR to the side of the instrument and angled towards the bell. 

• Try an angle of 90 degree to the instrument from about 1m away. Move the mics closer to pick up more detail.

Side View Rear View



Keyboards



In General

The physical size of keyboard instruments means we need to mic a bit more distantly to capture a balanced sound. The 
height and angle of the mics into the instrument are really important. I have less experience with plucked keyboards 
(harpsichord, spinnet etc). But this thinking sound apply to those instruments. 

Remember, the lid reflects the sound into the room, but it particularly effects the upper frequencies, so mic’ing too high, 
or having the angle of the mics pointing at the top of the lid can make the recording very bright and harsh.



Keyboards - a birdseye view
Tail

Well

Hammers

These are the three main places to mic a grand piano. 
They each have different characteristics. The well gives 
quite a balanced and full sound. The hammers gives a 
detailed and bright sound. The tail captures an 
exaggerated stereo image 



Height and Angle

Generally the more distant the mic placement the higher you will place the mics so that they are angled 
into the instrument.



Stereo Placement - Tail

Use an AB set up to make sure the mics are  
angled into the instrument



Stereo Placement - Tail

Use an AB set up to make sure the mics are  
angled into the instrument. You can use any  
polar pattern for this (cardioid, omni, bidirectional)



Stereo Placement - Well
An AB setup works well for this, giving good  
coverage of the whole instrument.



Stereo Placement - Well

A near coincident setup works, especially 
when mic’ing more closely. You can pick 
up the full range of the instrument by 
angling one mic towards the upper strings 
and the tore towards the lower. 



Hammers

Use an AB setup that is inline with the 
hammers. This can capture a detailed, 
balanced sound that works well for 
delicate music (particularly from the 
classical period).



Percussion



In General
There are two main types of percussion instruments: 

1. Tuned - pitched instruments, like marimba, vibaphone, xylophone etc that are usually struck 
with mallets of varying hardness. 

2. Un-tuned - instruments that produce noise based sounds with no definite pitch. 

Depending on the setup required we should adapt our approach to recording percussion. 
Particular situations might include: 

• One tuned instrument 
• One un-tuned instrument 
• An array of un-tuned instruments (congas, toms, roto-toms etc) 
• Multi-Percussion set-up 

In the first three situations we can probably capture a good recording with a pair of mics that will 
be detailed. With a multi-percussion set-up it might be difficult to do this without multi-mic’ing or 
recording is a very good acoustic where ambient mic’ing is possible.



One Tuned Instrument - Height and Spacing

• Generally I would use a spaced pair to capture the full range of a tuned percussion instrument.  
• Adjust the height and spacing of the mics to unsure that is full coverage of the whole instrument. 
• If you space the mics too widely the centre of the stereo image will be weak.  
• Generally the higher the mic placement the wider you can place the mics. 
• If you space them widely you could angle the mics in to create more focus in the stereo image.



One Tuned Instrument - In front or over the 
instrument?

• Depending on the player, instrument and mallet type mic’ing in front of the instrument (right example), but 
angling the mic at the keys can make the sound more mellow if it is too bright. 

• Generally mic’ing right of the top of the instrument gives a nice detailed sound.  
• The resonators under the instrument can also be mic’d but I’ve usually found mic’ing over the top to be 

better.



On Un-tuned Percussion Instrument

• Generally I would start by mic’ing over the centre of the drum.  
• If I can hear ‘ping’ or any other resonance that is undesirable I would adjust the placement over the skin 

placing the mic further towards that rim of the drum (perhaps halfway between the centre of the skin and 
the rim). 

• Start with the mic about 50cm about the skin, make it higher if the sound is too immediate.

Centre of the Skin
Halfway between the rim  

and centre of the skin



Array of Un-Tuned Instruments

• As with tuned percussion we are looking to capture a balanced recording of the overall sound.  
• We can apply similar thinking to recording this kind of setup to recording a piece of tuned percussion. 

Adjusting height and spacing to shape how detailed the recording is and to ensure good balance. 
• If the sound is too harsh and direct we can move the mics in front of the instruments rather than over them 

to try to make the sound mellower.


